From Time Series to Co-Evolving Functional Networks: Dynamics of the Complex System ‘Wikipedia’
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Introduction

Internet-based social networks (as novel information and communication platforms) often reflect the dynamics of changing interests and activities in society by characteristic usage patterns. Here we study the dynamics of user access-rate time series and edit-interval time series for all articles in the online encyclopedia “Wikipedia” with access rates exceeding 255 per hour at least once. While other research on social networks mainly focuses on the development of their structure, we also study the usage of the elements (Wikipedia articles) for information spread. In particular, we characterize the fluctuation behaviour of the both, access-rate and edit-interval time series. For describing the reoccurrence of bursts exceeding certain thresholds we investigate the statistics of return intervals between these bursts. We find stretched exponential distributions of return intervals with identical parameters for all thresholds in access-rate time series, while edit time series show a simple exponential distribution of return intervals. To characterise the fluctuation behaviour of the access-rate time series we apply – after removing the daily and weekly periodicities – the detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) method. We find that most access-rate time series are characterized by long-term correlations with fluctuation exponents $\alpha \approx 0.9$.

To understand the complex processes underlying these different dynamics of access rates and edit intervals, we characterize and compare three organizational and dynamical networks associated with ‘Wikipedia’ in the second part of the work: (i) the network of direct links between Wikipedia articles, (ii) the usage network as determined from cross-correlations between access-rate time series of many pairs of articles, and (iii) the edit network as determined from co-incident edit events. The major goal is to find correlations between components of these three networks that characterize the dynamics of information spread in the complex system. The network reconstruction is done by two different approaches. For access-rate time series, we use the cross-correlation coefficient at time delay zero between both time series of a selected group of nodes, linked to a central node, in combination with statistical significance tests. The link strengths for the corresponding edit time series are determined by the event synchronisation between all pairs of articles. We find that – even though the dynamics of article access-rate and edit-interval time series are characteristically different – there are indications of a co-evolution of the corresponding dynamic functional networks. Obvious differences between both reconstructed networks are also shown. The results help in understanding the complex process of collecting, processing, validating, and distributing information in self-organised social networks.

Dataset

We study Wikipedia access-rate and edit-interval time series recorded during a period of 10 months in 2009, focusing on all articles with access rates exceeding 255 per hour at least once. Our dataset is a collection of log records of all edit activities (in an SQL database, 1 second time resolution) and the hourly counted number of accesses (downloads) of each page (in a binary database, time resolution of access rates is 1 hour). We begin with characterizing the properties of each single page (article) [1]. We observe daily and weakly activity patterns in the hourly access rates for most Wikipedia pages in addition to apparently random fluctuations and bursting activity, see Figure 1. These weekly trends are removed from the raw data of access times.

To characterize the properties of extreme events in the access-rate data we extract the width of pronounced bursts that exceed the average access-rate be more than a factor of two. The average durations of each burst before ($t_{\text{before}}$) and after ($t_{\text{after}}$) the maximum are compared to each other, see Figure 2. We find two regimes of different scaling behaviour for short events with length of less than...
10 h and long events with a length of more than 10 hours. This property is independent from the selected threshold. The bursts are characterized by power-law or exponential increases and decreases of activity, and they can be classified as 'endogenous' (with significant precursory activity) or 'exogenous' (extrinsically caused) events [1,2,3].

Figure 1: Examples of Wikipedia access statistics for three selected articles with (a,b) rather stationary access rates (topic 'Illuminati (book)'), (c,d) an apparently endogenous burst of activity (peak on Sunday, May 7, 2009, topic 'Heidelberg'), and (e,f) an exogenous burst of activity (topic 'Amoklauf Erfurt' (shooting rampage)) has a peak on Wednesday, March 11, 2009, as another shooting rampage occurred in Winnenden. The left parts show the complete hourly access rate time series (from January 1, 2009, till October 21, 2009; e.g. for 42 weeks=294 days=7056 hours) with numbers in the plot giving the height of peaks truncated to show baseline fluctuations. The gap around $t=1200h$, is a systematical disruption and was found in all records. The right parts show edit-event data for the three representative articles. The plots (b,d,f) show the number of edits per day; the articles were edited 270, 163, and 157 times in total during the recording period. (Figure taken from [1].)

Figure 2: Number of bursts versus their duration before ($t_{before}$ red symbols) and after ($t_{after}$ black symbols) the maximum of the burst. Data for maxima at least 2 times ($t_{before}$ and plus signs for $t_{after}$), 5 times (filled squares and circles), and 15 times (open triangles up and down) above the average access time of that hour were considered. The straight lines representing power-laws with slopes $\theta = 2$ and $3$ are shown for comparison. (Figure taken from [1].)

Characterization of single-article (node) properties
To characterize the fluctuation behaviour of the access time series we applied – after removing the daily and weekly periodicities – the detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) method [4,5]. We also compare results for different detrending orders to see if there are relevant effects of trends or non-stationarities (such as bursts). We find that most article access time series are characterized by long-term (power-law) correlations, see Figure 3(a) to (c). The histograms in Figs. 3(d) and (e) show that the power-law scaling behaviour, $F(s) \sim s^{\alpha}$, is quite universal with fluctuation scaling exponents rather narrowly distributed around $\alpha = 0.9$ for articles with quite stationary access rates and rather non-stationary, bursty fluctuations. Note that $\alpha$ is related to the correlation exponent $\gamma$ characterising the
power-law decay of the auto-correlation function: $C(s) \sim s^{-\gamma}$ by $\gamma = 2 - 2\alpha$. There is only a weak dependence of $\alpha$ on the total number of accesses (i.e., the “importance” of the articles), see Fig. 3(f).

For describing the reoccurrence of bursts exceeding certain thresholds we investigate the statistics of the return intervals between these bursts [6,7], see Figure 4.
We find stretched exponential distributions of return intervals with identical parameters for all thresholds in access-rate time series. Edit time series, on the other hand show a simple exponential distribution of return intervals, see Figure 5. The results are also compared regarding different languages in Wikipedia. The results for article access-rates are in full agreement with DFA results shown in Fig. 3. For more details we refer to [1].

After the detailed characterisation of the properties of single pages, we want to understand the causes of the different dynamics of the edit and access processes. Therefore we use a network representation of the interrelations of the articles to study these different processes.

**Construction of Functional Networks**

As human interaction and information spread via on-line networks is becoming increasingly important for our contemporary technological society we should not regard the Wikipedia system as a collection of independent web pages. We therefore reconstruct and compare three organizational and dynamical network structures associated with Wikipedia in the following second part of our work.

The analysis of the static link network is just one aspect of the whole system. By looking at a dynamic link structures, we can obtain a second aspect or a second subsystem. The whole Wikipedia community uses the system, while it is edited and while it changes its underlying properties. Because of this, we want to isolate the different views of the interconnected processes of growing, changing and using the network.

In particular, we study (i) the network of the direct links between Wikipedia articles of various languages, (ii) the usage network as determined from cross-correlations between click-count time series of many pairs of articles, and (iii) the edit network as determined from co-incident edit events, see Figure 6. The major goal is to find correlations between components of these three subsystems which can be seen as networks which characterize the dynamics of information spread in the complex system.

![Figure 6: Comparison of (a) the static link network, (b) the correlation network based on access activity for the whole recording period and (c) the correlation network of edit activity for a subnet of about 120 Wikipedia pages linked to the page with the name “Heidelberg”. The figures were generated using the map.equation tool [8].](image)

The process of reconstruction is done by two different approaches. For access-rate time series, we use the cross-correlation coefficient at time delay zero [9] between both time series of a selected group of nodes, linked to a central node, in combination with statistical significance tests. The link strengths for the corresponding edit time series are determined by the event synchronisation between all pairs of articles [10,11]. Obvious differences between both reconstructed networks are apparent in the exemplary functional networks, see Figure 6.

In addition, we can observe dynamic changes in the reconstructed networks, which reflect changes of interest focus in society. These presentations (as shown in Figure 7) help in understanding the complex process of collecting, processing, validating, and distributing information in self-organised social networks.
Figure 7: For one selected central node (Wikipedia page for the city of Heidelberg) the time series for all linked nodes are extracted and access-rate cross-correlation link strengths are calculated for three different time frames. One can see clearly, that the correlation between single nodes in the context of a central node changes in time. The figures were generated using the map.equation tool [8].

Outlook
A deeper analysis of the complex processes underlying the Wikipedia system will be possible as soon as we have a generic method for generating such networks based on measurable data sets. The properties of the data recordings also have an influence on the used algorithms, e.g. the number of edit events is much smaller than the access events. Such differences lead to several variations of the definition of the link or correlation strength. Dependent on the properties of each single subsystem different algorithms have to be used and adapted.

We have to select or define useful measures, for example the clustering coefficient, the degree distributions or the average path length of the calculated networks. Based on these properties we may see, what external influences could lead to a phase transition in the underlying system. A study of dependencies between properties of correlation networks, calculated from measured time series, will allow new approaches in the research field of socio-technical-complex-systems. A study of the relations or interactions between connected subsystems also leads to the emerging field of “network of networks” [12,13].
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